Smart Cabinetry Hinge & Slide Specifications

C A B I N E T R Y

Waste Bins - Double
BIN2 (unit only)
• Fully preassembled
• Quickly mounts to cabiney bottom
• 100lb full extension soft-closing undermount slides
• Sleek design featuring epoxy coated grey metallic
drawer slides and brich plywood front and back
• Drawer front features a tall frame with scoop handle

To install the waste bin
1. Remove the can system from the slides. At the front of the drawer,
there are white release clips mounted underneath the grey drawer
sides. Simultaneously push each release clip toward the center of
the drawer. The slides will disengage and the can system can then
be removed.
2. Place the slide system inside the cabinet, makind sure it is aligned
evenly inside the cabinet (left to right and front to back).
3. Drill 2 wood screws through the rear wooden mounting panel and
into the cabinet floor. Then drill 2 more wood screws through the
front wooden mounting panel and into the cabinet floor.
4. Place the can system back onto the slides and push the can system
toward the back of the cabinet until the clips on the can system engage the drawer slides and lock into place.

To adjust the waste bin

Gallery Rails

1. If vertical or horizontal adjustments are necessary, the two elbow support braces located at the
front of the system must first be removed.
2. Next, remove the grey plastic covers on the outside left and right sides of the grey drawer sides.
3. The first screw is the front panel lock. Rotate the screw counterclockwise to release the front
wooden panel from the system. The gallery rail connectors at the top of the system must also
be removed.
4. The middle screw is the horizontal adjustment screw. Rotate clockwise to move the front wooden
panel to the right. Rotate counterclockwise to move the front wooden panel to the left.

Plastic Cover

5. The third screw is the vertical adjustment and release screw. First loosen the release screw by
unscrewing counterclockwise. Then vertically adjust the drawer front by rotating the vertical

Adjust down

adjustment screw clockwise for downward adjustment or counterclockwise for upward adjust-

Adjust up

ment. When finished, tighten the release screw by screwing clockwise.
6. After finishing the adjustments, replace the grey cover and re-install the two elbow support
braces and top gallery rails.
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